CORE VALUES

Excellence

ISU commits itself to dispensing its functions with productivity and exemplifying its values with distinction and brilliance. Every work manifests a distinct quality and very individual persistently strives to meritoriously improve his/her performance and value system every single time.

Effectiveness

ISU desires a far-teaching and long-lasting useful impact on every individual, every institution and on various other entities both the local and international scenes that can be translated into holistic growth of people, of the country and of the world.

Accountability

ISU commits to being answerable to everyone, to every appropriate authority and to the laws of the land and God in everything that it does. It submits itself to the highest principles or responsibility, responsiveness and the moral uprightness.

Integrity

ISU adheres to high moral soundness internally and externally. It dispenses and upholds honesty in thoughts, in words and in deeds and conducts transactions with transparency and accountability. It submits itself to the highest level of professional standards and individual and corporate wholeness. The Lord God is its icon of integrity.